35,000 km or more?
… we guarantee!
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Brand new
… many kilometers ahead

We have never been in doubt that NK spare parts meet the market’s
strictest demands to quality and durability.
Therefore, a few years ago, we introduced one of the widest
guarantees in the aftermarket: 5 years against defects in material
and workmanship. Now we go one step further by introducing a
wear guarantee on NK disc brake pads.
We guarantee that a set of NK disc brake pads can last for min.
35,000 km.

a new set free of charge.
We have introduced a logo for the new guarantee that you can find
on the packaging.
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After 35,000 km
… worn, but still fit

and LCVs in the European market. Our range covers models back
from the 1980s and until today.
NK brake pads ensure safety and stability under all driving
conditions. They are durable and comfortable with a low noise
level. They are “Matching Quality” with dimensions and accessory
parts according to OE replacement, ensuring trouble-free fitting
and functionality. Further NK brake pads are tested and approved
according to relevant safety standards such as ECE R90.
The 35,000 km guarantee becomes valid by returning the brake pads with
documentation for driven kilometers at time of replacement with the garage’s
stamp. For example, copy of the service book of the car can be used as
documentation.
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We want to be the best at
providing the spare parts
you need.
MECHANICAL BRAKE PARTS
// Discs
// Pads
// Drums
// Shoes
// Cables
// Wear indicators
// ABS sensors
// Mounting kits etc.
HYDRAULIC BRAKE PARTS
// Calipers
// Caliper parts
// Hoses
// Main Cylinders
// Wheel cylinders
STEERING PARTS
// Drag links
// Track control arms
// Tie rod ends
// Wheel bearings
// Ball joints
// King pin sets
// Repair kits/bushes
// Stabilizer bolts etc.
CLUTCH PARTS
// Clutch kits
// Concentric slave cylinders
// Clutch hydraulics
// Conversion kits for dual mass fly wheel
clutches
SUSPENSION AND TRANSMISSION PARTS
// Shock absorbers
// Coil springs
// Struts
// Drive shafts
// CV joints
// CV boot kits etc.
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
// Starters
// Alternators
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